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TOa certain extent there is a great similarity in the problems that were encountered in the development of a land3,175,789
EAmHPPTG PAD ABSZmH;Y POW AEROSPACE
ing gear system for a lunar landing vehicle and that of a
VEl?ECLES
large launch booster. That is, a number of concepts that
h s e f P. IBEannmdch, h % d m i k Afa., assi@@r
ud@d
have prw,en to be entirely feasible for
skuctures
States
of the sf America
Aero
as naaul
repesen6ed
and by theaPsdmninaPist~~tat'r
d~bgsa~ioa
a not be used on their Iarge counterparts. This parcould
ticular case has been found to be especially true of the
Piled Apr. 14,1964, ser. NQ.360,182
landing gear shock absorbers and landing pads to be used
8 Claims. (@I. 244-100)
on space vehicles of the 10,000 Ibs. or above category.
(Granted under Title 35, US. Code (B952), see. 266)
10 For example, the use of compressible foam landing pads
is presently fayored for small landing stages. If it is
The invention described herein may be manufactnred
considered, however, that the landing of a space craft
and used by or for the Government of the United States
weighing over 5 tons will require that the shock absorber
of America for governmental purposes without the payhave more than one foot stroke at a minimum for a soft
meat of any royalties thereon or therefor.
This invention relates in general to a landing pad as- 15 landing on the 1~1ilsrsurface, and even more if Io~ver
sembly and more particularly to a landing pad for aerodecelerations turn out to render better overall results, it
is seen that a ccmbination foam shock absorber and landspace vehicles.
ing pad which is crushed upon initial impact with the
As is to be expected, all space vehicles that are to soft
lunar surface is definitely not desirable. Besides these
land on a celestial body must be equipped with some type
of landing gear system for not only absorbing the rather 20 funcltionai points of concern, the storage of such bulky
severe touch-down shock to be encountered, but also for
shock absorbers and pads eifner inside or outside the
vehicle contour is presently not feasible.
m a i n t a i ~ n gthe vehicle in a substantially upright o r other
According to the present invention it has been found
prededgned operating position. Although the touch-down
that by using separate landing pads and shock absorbers
velocity of a given space vehicle can be reasonably accurately predicted, the exact type and amount of shock 25 SO that each element can operate under and be designed
that a landing gear system must be capable of absorbing
for its specific requirements the shortcomings of p r h r
is difficult to ascertain primarily because there is no way
landing g a r systems can be substantially eliminated.
This approach permits the landing pad as well as the
of knowing with any degree of certainty 'the type of lands h c k absorber to be treated and studied as a sepzrak eleing surface that will be enco~tntered. This is especially
true where the landing surface is a celestial body such as, 30 ment of the !anding gear system without having to include
in its design those considerations regarding energy disfor example, the lunar surface. Therefore, since so little
sipation per se.
is known about various celestial bodies upon which space
Since the landing pad is the structure that is to come
vehicles will be landing, and in view of the numerors
into direct and intinate contact with the surface up011
types of surfaces that may be encountered on such bodies,
every component of a landing gear system must be de- 35 which the space vehicle is to land, it is imperative that
it be capable of successfully withstanding the wide varia.
signed to operate properly on any surface and absorbs a
tion of loads and surface conditions that may possibly
maximum amount of abuse without a failure occurring.
be encountered. As mentioned hersinabove, while the
the absence of any concrete device evidence as to the
loads to be encountered in most Imnching operations can
type of strata or terrain which is to be found on a celestial
body such as, for example, the lunar surface, certain basic 40 be reasonably well predicted, the surface conditions are
practically u n k n o ~ ~ n Thus
.
"ground rules" have been established for calculating the
it becomes mandatory that
the landing pad be constructed so that it will perform its
particular landing gear system that would best support a
intended function regardless of whether the landing ocspace vehicle. Among these is that the vehicle landing
curs on hard rock, on a material that will only withstand
gear system must be capable of withstanding a vertical
touch down velocity of at least 6 rn./sec. and must not 45 a relatively low pressure or any range therebetween.
topple if it lands on a slope of up to 30 degrees or strikes
Furtllerlllore, the landing pad must also withstand those
lateral impacts which will result if the pad slides on the
a solid object with a horizontal drift velocity of 1 m./sec.
landing surface and impacts against a hard abutment.
According to the above stated rules, as well as certain
other gear design data, it was determined that a landing
According to the present invention it has been found
gear system designed to extend substantially straight 50 that a landing pad which is capable of functioning properdown from a space vehicle would not prex~entthe vehicle
ly upon substantially all landing surfacss and yet is parfrom overturning if it h d e d on a slope approaching 30
ticularly w d adapted for use on celestial exploratory vehicles can be produced by using a hollow spherical curved
degrees in tilt. Since an overturn of the vehicle would in
all probability be disastrous, it was imperative that the
pad having radially collapsible ribs or spolies formed
landing gear system extend or reach out beyond the diam- 55 therein. These ribs are designed to absorb by collapsing
eler of the vehicle stage itself to such an extent as to
or crumpling a substantial amount of any lateral shock
applied to the edge of the pad thereby relieving the stress
assure stability of the vehicle. The extent to which the
landing gear system can be extended is limited, however,
that would otherwise normdly be transmitted either to
the shock absorber of the landing gear system or the veby several fadors including vehicle ground clearance,
of the system, etc. The optimum "spread- 60 hicle itself. The use of a ball joint, which is located as
weight,
clos* to the bottom of the pad as possible, for securing
ingo of the landing gear s y s t e ~taking
,
all of thse factors
the pad to the landing gear system assures that the pad
into consideration, was found lo be smewhat more than
will always present a positive angle of attack to
landtwice the diameter of the vehicle. This limited extension
ing swface as it slides therealong. To, assure that a propof the lmding g e a system created considerable ~ r o b l e n ~65
s er frictional force is always presented to the pad regadregarding landing gear concepts, functions 2nd system delass of the n~alceupof the landing swface over lvhich it is
sign that have heretofore been of little concern to those
sliding, the bottom or underside of the landing pad is
involved with the design of conventional type landing gear
covered with a layer of material that will shear off at e r .
systems.
tain frictional forces.
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Therefore, the primary object of this invention is to
provide a landing pad which is particularly adapted for
use as a part of a landing gear system on a space vehicle.
Anotllcr object of this inventio~lis to provide a landing
pad for a space vehicle landing gear system that is ex- 5
tremely light, inexpensive lo producs, highly reliable and
will absorb lateral shock.
Yet another object of this invention is to provide a
landing pad for a space vehicle Innding gear system that
will not only withstand high impaci forces but will main- 10
tain the pro2er angle of attack while sliding over vai.ious
surfaces.
Yet another object of this invention is to provide a
landing pad for a space vehicle landing gear system which
maintains a predetermined frictional force as it slides 15
over different or various type surfaces.
These and further objects and advantages of this invention will be more appareni upon reference to the following specification, appended claims and drawing wherc20
in :
FIGURE 1 is a pictorial view of a space vehicle, which
is equipped with a landing gear system havil~glanding
pa& constructed in accordance with this invention, as it
touches down on a celcstial body;
FIGURE 2 is an enlarged view of one of the landing 25
pads seen in FIGURE 1; and
FIGURE 3 is a cross sectional view of the landing pad
of a space vehicle seen in FIGURE 2 which illuslrates
the construction of the pad that permits it io absorb
radial shock and to nlaintain a correct angle of attack as 30
well as a predetermined coe3cicnt r,f friction as it slides
over various surfaces.
Wit11 continued reference to the accompanying figures
wherein like nun;erals designate similar parts tbougho~lt
the various views, and with initial attention directed to 33
FIGURE 1, reference numeral XO designates a space vehicle which has just snccessfully negotiated a landing on
the surface 12 of a celestial body. In order to cushion
the
that would otherwise be produced as the space
vehicle 10 touched down on the surface of the celestial 40
body, a landing gear system 14 of the extended arm type
is provided on the vehicle. This landing gear system consists essentially of three different components. Namely,
the main struts 16, the lower struts 18, and the landing
4.3
pads 20.
The main struts 16,which are connected at their upper
end to the main load ring (not shown) of the vehicle
through pivot joints 22, are employed for carrying the
nlain landing load from the landing pads 20 to the space
vehicle 10. These main struts are also the only members 50
available for transmitting the torque that occurs due to
load components perpendicular to the vertical plane of
the landing gear system 14. T o absorb these various
landing loads, shoclc absorbers 24 of telescoping type are
located on the main struts 16. The lower telescoping 55
struts 18 are connected to the knees 26 of the main
struts 16 by pin means 28 aiid to the lower ring frame
(not shown) of the vehicle 10 through pivotable pin
means 30. These struts may also be provided with shock
absorbers which are, however, built within the struts and GO
are not visible from the outside. Each of the landing
20 are connected to the lower end of the
strut 16
by means of a ball joint 32 in a manner that will be more
fully set forth hereinafter.
As mentioned hereinabove, the landing pads 20 are 65
designed to directly conlact the sirlace 12 and must,
tllerefore, be capable of supporling the space vehicle 10
regardless of the type surface encounter. FIGURE 2
illustrates the construction of such a pad. As seen in 7o
FIGURE 2, the hading pad 20 consisis of a bowl-shaped
outer s~lrface3.2 having a generally spherical, eliptical or
other smoolhly curved configuration formed from a relatively thin sheet of material such as aluminum. The rim
or edge 36 of thc outer surface 34 is turncd over to form 75

4
flanges 38 to which are attached by any suitable method,
such as by welding or riveting, one end of a plurality of
ribs or spokes 40. These ribs 40 have a cross sectional
configuration closely resembling a U and are curved along
fhcir lower edge so as to conform with the curved inner
surface of the bowl-shaped surface 54. Rivets, welding
or any other suitable means may be used to secure this
curved portion of the ribs 40 to the inner wall of the
surface 54. Each rib 48 is also provided with indents or
corrugations 4% for strengthening the ribs and thus the
entire lmding pad against buckling or otherwise collapsing
in a di:ection parallel to the axis of the ball joint 32. A
center hub 44, which is provided with a flanged lip 45
into which the other end of the ribs 40 are attached, is
provided at the center of the landing pad 20. As mentioncd hereinabovc, and for purposes that will be more
f~illyexpiained hereinafter, a ball joint 32 is used to secure the landing pad to the lower end of the main strut 86.
Froin the construction of the pads 20 it can be seen
that if the space vehicle descends upon a hard surface,
such as e rork Cormation on the surface 12, then the center
hub 44 will support the weight of the vehicle. On the
other hand, should a relatively soft sorface be encountered
upon touch-down of the vehicle the full underside of the
pad 23 willlbe required to support the space vehicle. Thus
the pad must be so designed and constructed as to withstmd a high load in 3 vertical direction without buckling
or otherviise failing.
Equally important in the design of a pad to be used
where soft landing surfaces may be encountered is how
to cope with any sliding of thc pad that might occur. A
landing on such a soft surface would. in all probability,
result in some sliding of the pads if the space vehicle did
llot descend in a perfectly vertical direction or if the
swface upon which the landing occurred were sloped to
any appreciable degree. Since the landing gear struts 16
and 18 do not have the capability of absorbing any shocks
occllrring when the landing pads 20 slide against an abutment, s ~ ash the rocklike surface 50 shown in FIGURE
1, it is necessary to provide such a capability in the landing pads themselves. Obviously shock for the pad 20
itself comes in a radial direction, Thus the size and
construction of the radial ribs must be designed so that
they will carlY the vertical load placed thereon due to the
pressure on their underside, but will fail under the proper
radial loads thereby providing the energy absorption
n~ded.
This controlled collapse of the pads 20 in a radial direction upon engaging a solid abutment is accomplished in
Part by positioning the ribs 48) so that they do not extend
rdially o u t ~ a r dfrom the center hub 44 as would be
the case jf they followed the brcken line 48, but are
a@d therefrom by an amount designated as "a." This
m-an@ment permiis the rib to not only crumple or collapse radially inwardly but t~ also bend in a counterclockwise direction when subjected to a predetermined radial
load.
Another problem that is encountered during the sliding of a landing pad over a soft surface is the tendency
for the pad to "dig-in" or cut into the surface thereby
causing the pad to no longer function properly. T h i ~
tendency to dig-in has been completely eliminated in the
present l a n d h pads 20 by using a ball joint for coupling
the peds to the struts 16 which is located as close to the
underside of the pad as is possible. FIGURE 3, which
is an enlarged cross-section taken across the landing pad
of the space vehicle
shown in
2, shows the
location and construction of such a ball joint As can be
seen in this figure, the ball
is held within the socket
52 by a
ring or
54 while the knee 26 of
the
str~lt16 is secured
&e ball by any suitable means. Vff& arrangement permits complete freedom
of nlove~lentof the pad 20 about the ball joint with the
only limitation thereon being the engagement of the Iaee
26 with the sleeve wall 54.
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and all changes which come within the meaning and range
Since the center of pivot point 56 of the ball 58 is loof equivalency of the claims are therefore intended to be
cated as nearly as possible to the underside of the landing
embraced therein.
pad 20, the area A, which represents the surface of the
What is claimed and dasired to be secured by the
pad that is above the pivot point, will always be greater
than are A1 found below the pivot point. This plus the 5 United States Letters Patent is:
1. A landing pad assembly for absorbing the kinetic
resultant force of the vertical and frictional load will reenergy of a descending aerospace vehicle comprising:
sult in an eccentric load being applied to the pad as the
(a) a plurality of strut means attached to and extendpad slides over a smface in the direction of the arrowhead
ing downwardly from said vehicle in the direction
and the surface material 12 building up in the front of
that said vehicle is descending,
the pad. The line or resultant force of this eccentric load 10
said slrut means being designed to absorb the
will always pass above the center 56 of the ball joint 36
vertical components of said kinetic energy prothereby causing it to pivot into a positive angle of attack.
duced by said vehicle contacting the landing
The landing pad will, therefore, always have the tendsurface upon which said vehicle is descending;
ency to slide or skip over obstacles rather than to dig
( b ) bowl-shaped means having an outer surface
into the surface 12. In a similar manner, a horizontal 15
adapted to initially engage the landing surface upon
or glancing impact at the rim of the pad, such a would
wEch said vehicle is descending; and
be produced as the landing pad 20 slides along an abut(c) ball joint means for connecting said bowkshaped
ment, will cause the pad to swing in the proper direction.
means to said struts,
Dynamic investigations of the landing pads 20 have resaid ball joint means having the pivot point therevealed that the friction between the pad and a simulated 20
of located at substantially the bottom of the
celestial surface is of direct influence on the stability of
inner surface of said bowl-shaped means so that
the space vehicle, and that the higher coefficients of fric=y lateral movement of said vehicle over said
tion require a wider spread of the landing gear system 3.4
landing surface after the outer surface of said
than do lower coefficients. For example, although there
bowl-shaped means has engaged said landing
is very little increase in the spread required if friction 25
surface will result in said bowl-shaped means
increases from p = l to p=oo there is a noticeable reducbeing pivoted about said pivot point into a position in the necessary spread required for stability if the
tive angle of attack with said landing surface.
friction is lowered from p=1 to p=0.6. Since a lower2. A landing pad assembly according to claim 1 whereing or shortening of the spread of the landing gear system 114 will result in a substantial savings in weight, it is 30 in said bowl-shaaed means is adapted to collapse in a
raciial direction thereby absorbing the lateral components
highly desirable that the coefficient of friction occurring
of said kinetic energy prodaced when said outer surface
between the landing pads 20 and the celestial surface 12
of said bowl-shaped means engages an object on said
be maintained at certain values regardless of the type of
landing susiace with a lateral velocity greater than a
surface encountered at touch-down.
This maintenance of a desired coefficient of friction has 35 predetermined value.
3. In conbination with a vehicle for descending onto
been accomplished by covering the underside of the landa landing surface:
ing pads 288 with a layer or coating 58 (FIG. 3) that
shock absorber support nleans operatively attached to
shears or wears away at certain friction forces. Varisaid vehicle for absorbing substantially all of the
ous types and combinations of material can be used for
s!mck components resulting when said descending
obtaining this desired shearing or wearing away such as, 43
vehicle contacts said landing surface and for supfor example, variou~slayers of sheet aluminum that may
porting said vehicle in a predetermined position with
be bonded together to form a laminated structure, each
respect to said surface both during and after the
layer of which has a slightly higher shear level than the
landing, comprising:
preceding one thereby assuring that each layer peels-off
(1) main strut means connected to and extending
in a designated order. Preferably, however, the layer 58
from said vehicle,
takes the form of a coating that has a surface coefficient
(0) said strut means being adapted lo receive
of friction of a predetermined value. Such a coating may
and absorb substantidy all of the vertical
have a gradient thereacross which gradually increases zs
shock components produced during said
the underside of the landing pad 263 is approached. This
landing,
permits a gradual increase in the coefficient of friction 50
(2) substantially bowl-shaped pad means,
from approximately p=O.6 to p=O.8 as the layer 58
( a ) the undersurface of said pad means being
wears away due to the sliding of the pad across the landadapted to engage with said landing suring surface 12. By the use of such a layer §$, the coface and distribute the weight of said veefficient of friction to be encountered by the landing pads
hicle over a substantial area of said land20 as they slide on the surface of a celestial body can be
ing surface,
reasonably accurately ascertained regardless of whether
(3) socket means positioned on the inner surthe surface at the touch-down poiot is rock, rock frost,
face of said pad means and at substantially the
dust or a conlbination thereof.
center thereof,
Born the foregoing it can be readily seen that this in(4) ball means connected to said strut means,
vention provides a landing pad arrangement for use with
( a ) said ball means being positioned witha space vehicle landing gear system which not only asin and gripped by said socket means to
sures that the vehicle will receive sufficient support on a
form a fredy movable ball joint about
perfectly vertical touch-down landing on level terrain,
which said pad means is free to pivot,
but that should sliding of the vehicle occur the pads will
( b ) said ball joint being positioned within
not dig-in nor transmit undue shock to this system upon 65
said pad means so that any lateral moveimpact with a solid abutment. Furthermore, a predeterment of said vehicle and thus said pad
mined coefficient of friction can always be maintained
means over said landing surface will ret h s permitting a savings in weight within the landing
sult in said pad means being pivoted about
gear system to be realized.
said ball joint into a positive angle of atThe invention may be embodied in other specific forms 70
tack with said landing surface, and
without departing fro= the spirit or essential character$(5) rib means exteiiding outwardly from said
tics thereof. The present embodiment is therefore to be
considered in ail respects as illustrative and not restrip
socket means and engaged with the inner surtive, the scope of the invention being indicated by the
face of said pad means to strengthen said pad
appended claims rather than by the foregoing description, 7 5
m e a x for carrying the weight of said vehicle,
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7. The combinntion according to claim 6 wherein said
coating has a gradient increase from the outer surface
in subslantially a radial direction thereby
inwardiy so that the ccefficient of friction between said
permitting said pad means to also collapse
coating and said landing surfzce increases as said coating
in a radial directioa for absorbing the latera1 shock conlponent prodnccd during said 5 is worn away.
8. The combination according to claim 3 wherein said
landing when said vehicle is drifting in a
rib means extend at an angle from said sodiet mems in
lateral direction and said pad means slides
reference to a radial l i i i ~drawn from said socket means
$against an abutment with a predetermined
to the lip of said pad. means thereby facilitating &e collateral velocity.
4. The conlbination according to claim 3 wherein the 10 lapse of said ribs when they are subjectd to a plredeterundersurface of said pad nleans is comtn~cted of a
mined radial shock component.
material having a predetarrni~iedcoefficient of friction
References Cited by the Examher
and is adapted to wear away as said pad means slides
over said landing surface thereby maintaining the coUNITED STATES PATENTS
efficient of friction between said pad means and said 16 2,933,754
landing surface below a predetermined level.
2,961,204
5. The combination according to claim 4 wherein said
2,968,115
material has a coeflicient of friction below p=0.8.
3,025,631
6. The combination acccrding to claim 4 wherein
3,143,321
ovcr a 20
said ma:erial is in the form of a coating agplied
-.
metal surface.
MILTON BUCNLER, Prinzary Examiner.
(a) said rib nxans being adapied to collapse
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